SERVICE OVERVIEW

Arming businesses to combat
modern cyber threats

Benefits of our specialist services:
Leveraging experienced security experts, cuttingedge tools and latest threat intelligence, our range of
cost-effective services are designed to:

From financially motivated ransomware outbreaks, to political hacktivism
and espionage, cyber-attacks are now more commonplace and damaging



than ever.

Assist with the development and implementation
of cyber security strategy

Having effective controls in place to tackle the latest persistent threat



actors is essential but with budgets being squeezed and a global shortage

Pinpoint vulnerabilities using real-world
attack techniques

of security professionals, this can be easier said than done.

Redscan’s award-winning security services are designed to provide the vital

Proactively hunt for, detect and eliminate
cyber threats

assistance needed to make tangible improvements to your organisation’s
cyber security posture. From custom assessments and compliance audits, to



proactive threat detection and incident response, our friendly experts can be

Alleviate the heavy lifting of day-to-day
security operations

trusted to deliver reliable solutions for wide-ranging needs.


Deliver actionable intelligence to aid threat
remediation and resource allocation

Our ‘offensive’ approach to
cyber security



Improve awareness of security amongst technical
and non-technical personnel



Provide help, support and advice when needed



Save money compared to making in-house

Successful defence requires a deep understanding of the latest
threats. Redscan’s extensive skills and experience in offensive security
means our experts can be trusted to provide the insight needed to

security investments

better protect your business.

Assess
assessments, we help you to understand and minimise

“Our partnership with Redscan has been
one of the most successful that we have
ever undertaken”

your organisation’s level of cyber risk plus address

Lee Lambard

weaknesses before they can be exploited maliciously.

IT Director, ICG PLC

Detect & Respond

provide the incident response capabilities needed to

“If you want a solution where someone
will look after you 24/7 and give you
a very flexible, professional and agile
service - you want Redscan”

respond swiftly and effectively.

Mariusz Sznerch, Lead IT Infrastructure Architect

Through a range of custom security and ethical hacking

With Managed Detection and Response, we proactively
hunt for threats that evade your perimeter security and

Pizza Hut Restaurants

Comply
In order to ensure that your security policies and controls
keep pace with evolving business and compliance needs,
we help you devise, implement and maintain a robust
cyber strategy.

SERVICE OVERVIEW
Why we’re the right choice for
your cyber security needs

Assess
Vulnerability Assessment
Obtain the support needed to define, identify, classify and
address core security weaknesses across your network
environments.

A team of experienced security experts qualified to word-class
standards

Penetration Testing

Cost-effective, scalable solutions that remove the need for upfront

Utilise a CREST certified ethical hacker to uncover hidden
weaknesses that can go undetected by automated assessments.

investment in security resources

Social Engineering

In-depth security analysis and advice that cuts through the

Assess the ability of your organisation’s systems and personnel
to detect and respond to a targeted phishing email attack.

A deep understanding of how attackers operate

complexity
A commitment to continuously enhance our services using the best
technology and intelligence

Red Team Operations

Regular service reviews to support evolving security needs

Challenge your organisation’s resilience and capacity to
respond to a full-scale cyber-attack simulation.

Virtual CISO
Call upon an experienced security professional to assess
cyber-risk plus implement the controls needed to achieve
compliance standards.

“Over 99% of customers are
extremely satisfied with our service”
Source: Redscan Customer Survey 2016

Detect & Respond
ThreatDetect™ Managed Detection & Response

Redscan Labs

-Network MDR
-Endpoint EDR
Arm your business to respond swiftly and effectively

Redscan Labs is a specialist division dedicated to in-house threat

to breaches. ThreatDetect integrates leading security

research and analysis. Our expert researchers closely monitor the

professionals, advanced detection and deception technologies,

security landscape to understand the latest tools, tactics and procedures

and latest industry intelligence, to hunt for, identify and help

used by criminal attackers and apply this knowledge to ensure our

remediate attacks that evade your defences.

services are as effective as possible.

Comply

How you benefit from our research

Receive the help needed to achieve compliance with a wide

 Up-to-the-minute intelligence

range of information security regulations and standards including:

•
•
•

GDPR
PCI DSS
ISO 27001/2

•
•
•

GPG13
Cyber Essentials
Cyber Essentials Plus

 The best available technology
 Early threat detection
 Enhanced security services

Safeguard your business today
Talk to our experts our securing your critical assets

EMAIL US

CALL US

ONLINE

 info@redscan.com

 0800 107 6098

 redscan.com
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